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Abstract

Blockchain is a reliable and innovative technology that harnesses education and training through
digital technologies. Nonetheless, it has been still an issue keeping track of student/graduate aca-
demic achievement and blockchain access rights management. Detailed information about academic
performance within a certain period (semester) is not present in the official education documents.
Furthermore, academic achievement documents issued by institutions are not secured against unau-
thorized changes due to the involvement of intermediaries. Therefore, verification of official edu-
cational documents has become a pressing issue owing to the recent development of digital tech-
nologies. However, effective tools to accelerate the verification are rare as the process takes time.
This study provides a prototype of the UniverCert platform based on a consortium version of the
decentralized, open-source Ethereum blockchain technology. The proposed platform is based on a
globally distributed peer-to-peer network that allows educational institutions to partner with the
blockchain network, track student data, verify academic performance, and share documents with
other stakeholders. The UniverCert platform was developed on a consortium blockchain architec-
ture to address the problems universities face in storing and securing student data. The system
provides a solution to facilitate students’ registration, verification, and authenticity of educational
documents.
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1 Introduction
One of the most important issues in the field of education is the safe storage of student/graduate

academic performance and its supporting documents (diploma, transcript etc.), as well as quick and
easy access to the accuracy of this information. In most cases, the official documents (diploma,
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certificate etc.) which confirms the student’s graduation contains the following information such as
course number, course title, the letter grades, and GPA (grade point average), accordingly, detailed
information on the student’s academic performance for a certain period (semester) or for throughout
academic years in higher education institution will not be available. This issue not only worries the
institutions but also the students/graduates, state organs, law enforcement, as well as employers.

With the recent development of the Internet and digital technologies in the education system, the
process of verifying the authenticity of digital documents issued by higher institutions has become
a pressing issue. As few tools are available to verify the authenticity of official documents. Yearly,
approximately 500 thousand cases of university diploma authentication are registered in the Republic
of Kazakhstan. This process takes time, as the copies of the documents are stored in the university
file. Similar problems are noted in higher education systems globally. According to UNESCO 30%
of senior managers work with fake qualifications globally [6]. In addition, the process is lengthy and
inconvenient as graduates must contact the university to obtain replacement education documents in
case of loss, with these shortcomings, companies face daunting tasks to verify documents.

Many higher education institutions (HEIs) develop digital versions of educational documents (uni-
versity diplomas, diploma supplements, academic transcripts, certificate of non-formal education) in
their Learning Management System (LMS) systems, which employees can access. In addition, students
can view or print out their academic records using a restricted, password-protected mode. However,
the databases are located in a single location and vulnerable to unauthorized access [7].

According to the internal policies of the document management system, universities not authorized
to transfer students’ data to third parties. Thus, students who transfer to another university may
obliged to confirm the authenticity of their documents. Organizing external academic students is
the main problem because language, writing, and administration are the major barriers. Moreover,
these records are stored using different standards, hindering the exchange of academic records between
universities [20].

Thus, creating digital tools is crucial to forming a trust base integrating educational documents,
preventing stored data from falsification, and document verification and authenticity. These problems
are solved using the basic principles of blockchain technology.

Based on the above, we will determine the main problem of guaranteeing the security and authen-
ticity of digital documents in the education system: the lack of a description of the mechanism for
verifying students’ documents and their academic history of academic performance and presentation
to interested parties.

The purpose of the study is to develop a software product that allows verification of documents
with minimal time spent on requests and data processing, with a high level of information security
and providing it depending on the level of user access.

This study proposes a web platform developed by UniverCert using an Ethereum consortium
blockchain architecture to store the academic records of students/graduates, develop future digital
educational documents, and provide third-party document verification services.

The UniverCert platform is based on blockchain technology using an immutable distributed data
storage system to store the academic records in a secure information system [11] and form a trusted
digital register of educational documents. Moreover, the applied Ethereum solution helps build the
logic of the transaction through smart contracts to manage data storage and retrieval. The platform
allows universities to create an effective, and convenient global environment.

This study provides several contributions:

• First, the study provides a comparative analysis of related studies on blockchain technology in
higher education;

• Second, we identify and justify an acceptable and open source blockchain, platform to solve the
research problems;

• Third, we describe a mechanism for verifying the authenticity of data in the blockchain network,
depending on the level of access and provision of information to interested parties;

• Fourth, we design and discuss the architecture that interacts with different systems and databases.
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The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 explores the related studies. Section 3
provides the background of the blockchain platform. Section 4 presents the results and discussion.
Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper.

2 Related work
Blockchain technology is a distributed network [13] to store a block data structure [15] through

cryptographic processing [5], using transaction coordination algorithms [14] in the network nodes.
Blockchains store data using innovative software and sophisticated math rules, which are extremely
difficult for attackers to fake. The development of cloud services helps higher institutions to de-
velop digital versions of educational documents using blockchain technologies. In addition, blockchain
technology offers a unique tool to protect and authenticate official university documents.

At present, many higher institutions have developed different approaches to store and verify aca-
demic documents using blockchain technologies. The goal is to facilitate documents’ authenticity and
reliability, thereby adhering to the principles of decentralization, transparency, and confidentiality.
Table 1 summarizes the parameters of blockchain approaches adopted by different institutions

• Reasonable choice blockchain classification to tackle assigned tasks,

• Covering stakeholder interests,

• Availability of verification process.

With blockchain technology the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) [32] has implemented
an effective framework to protect and confirm the validity of diplomas and certificates. MIT has
released several versions of the Blockcerts program [19], to issue certificates Since 2018, the MIT
University has offered students the opportunity to receive a digital version of their diplomas through
the blockchain as part of a pilot program to secure academic data and facilitate their portability.
The system standardizes the issuance of diplomas and stores them in a single database. Thus, the
university uses Bitcoin platform technology to store the hash code of documents on the blockchain
network [23].

The University of Nicosia (UNIC) [35] uses a similar MIT program to create and store certificates
using the Bitcoin platform. In addition, the university accepts bitcoins as a form of payment to study
a degree program. This scenario expensive for platform users, as it involves storing big data and
documents like diplomas, certificates, and transcripts.

A study identifies EduCTX to describe a blockchain-based decentralized credit platform for higher
education, using the principles and rules of the European Credit Transfer and Accumulation System
(ECTS) [22]. EduCTX offers a comprehensive and unified digital environment designed according to
the following scenarios: management, assignment, and presentation of digital micro-credentials [9]. In
the proposed solution, students’ academic performance is treated as ECTX tokens. After the students
successfully pass the exams, the professors check the results, and the administrative office transfers
the corresponding credits to the student’s wallet and the central blockchain network. The proposed
solution is aimed at replacing the traditional assessment system with a digital assessment system using
a distributed peer-to-peer (P2P) network. While the new technology provides students the tools to
manage their academic credits, the solution is devoid of the verification process.

The Sony Corporation and Sony Global Education is also use blockchain technology for certification
training systems [34]. The technology is based on the centralized data management system that many
educational organizations use to record and identify official educational data and digital transcripts.
The Sony Corporation also uses a new service (Education Blockchain) manage official transcripts and
grade academic records through a digital platform. Since no detailed information about the technology
is provided, the system appears to store and secure the official academic records.

The Financial University in Moscow, Russia has launched a blockchain-based service to verify
academic records on its official website [33]. The university offers a platform where students enter
their data and diploma information, then send a request to obtain a hash diploma. The service
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is only for students at the university and not for other stakeholders in the university. Moreover, the
service does not take into account the interests of stakeholders attempting to verify students’ academic
information.

The BlockFactory in Switzerland developed CertificationIO [31], which uses the Ethereum blockchain
to obtain a hash result of the electronic version of the education document. With the hash result,
the document is transformed using an electronic digital signature and provides the user a ready-made
signature. To store data through the hash result, the General Data Protection Regulation must be
followed [18] to save resources when processing a transaction in a public blockchain network. LMS
systems have been integrated into the API channel of universities and services of recruiting agencies.
However, CertificationIO cannot store the student’s progress record for the entire study period. Con-
sequently, the system cannot form a complete picture of a student’s progress and cannot regenerate
digital versions of documents.

SmartCert is another blockchain-based digital credential verification platform developed to authen-
ticate academic credentials for Al-Zaytoonah University of Jordan [10]. SmartCert uses cryptographic
signatures for the security of educational certificates. Thus, the system is useful for students and
universities as it facilitates certificate verification with the prospective employer. However, a third
party can attack the computer system and access protected data if in possession of a hash or digital
signature. As a result, access to the legitimate user is restricted.

Table 1 provides a comparative analysis of related works.

Table 1: Comparison of blockchain technologies of educational institutions
Institutions/
approach

Decent-
rali-
zed

Trans-
parency

Privacy Blockchain
type

Coverage of
stakeholders

Availability
of verifica-
tion process

Data source

MIT + + - public - institutions,
- graduates

need im-
provements
for the au-
thenticity
of the third
party

https://www.blockcerts.org/

UNIC + + - public - institutions,
- graduates,
- employer

need im-
provements
for employer
verification

https://block.co/

EduCTX + not
com-
pletely
fulfilled

+ Consortium - institutions,
- students/
graduates,
- employers

not available https://eductx.org/

Education
Blockchain

+ + + consortium - institutions,
- students

not available https://blockchain.sonyged.com/

The
Financial
University of
Moscow

+ not
com-
pletely
fulfilled

+ private - institutions,
- graduates

not available http://www.fa.ru/

CertificationIO + not
com-
pletely
fulfilled

not
com-
pletely
ful-
filled

public - institutions,
- students/
graduates,
- employers

verification
of the au-
thenticity
of the EDS
within the
document

https://certifaction.io/

SmartCert + not
com-
pletely
fulfilled

+ consortium - institutions,
- students/
graduates,
- employers

no specific
information

https://www.zuj.edu.jo/

UniverCert + not
com-
pletely
fulfilled

+ consortium - institutions,
- students/
graduates, -
state organs,
- law en-
forcement,
- employers

provided a
clear ver-
ification
algorithm
for each
stakeholder
based on
access levels

under development

Table 1 reveals various technologies aimed at storing secured ready-made educational documents
(certificates, diplomas) and compares the key principles of the technologies such as decentralization,
transparency, and confidentiality. However, some of these technologies do not provide academic ver-
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ification services, the technologies are not aimed at storing the history of academic performance and
other similar data of students/graduates in digital versions. Thus, novel technology is critical to store
and secure education documents. The transition of education documents into digital versions using a
decentralization approach will enhance a student’s progress.

This study proposes a prototype of the UniverCert based on the decentralized, open-source Ethereum
blockchain platform to store and secure education documents.

3 Background
The proposed UniverCert platform is an advanced digital service information system for educa-

tional institutions. The platform is designed to modernize existing LMS systems to store university
data. The aims of UniverCert platform are:

• to consider the available technological tools (for example, KazNU has LMS Univer 2.0, OpenKazNU).

• to justify the choice of blockchain technology (the Ethereum platform and smart contracts).

• to consider the types of blockchain and digital certificates for authentication.

3.1 Information system Univer 2.0

The benefit of the UniverCert platform is its direct integration with the university’s LMS system,
which forms data from official education documents. The information system "UNIVER 2.0" is an
example of an automated information system used by al-Farabi Kazakh National University. The
"UNIVER 2.0" offers the digital transformation of the university business processes, storing data
related to the applicant’s enrollment and educational documents. However, the system fails to provide
a decentralized storage platform to verify the educational documents. The implementation of direct
LMS integration and the decentralized platform at the RestAPI level will optimize and protect the
documents from modification. Moreover, the system facilitates document approval and storage to
reflect the information of student qualification and academic performance.

3.2 OpenKazNU

Rapid development in Internet technology and digitalization has motivated many universities to
introduce online learning at various sites in Kazakhstan (e.g., moocs.kz, open.kaznu.kz, dl.kaznu.kz).
Kazakhstan recognizes the results of non-formal learning and includes the course credits in the
student’s transcript. The mechanisms for recognizing massive open online courses (MOOC) allow
MOOC’s students to convert into enrolling in a traditional learning [Validation of Non-formal MOOC-
based Learning] process. For example, through the activities of Knowledge Media Institute (KMi) of
Open University, research and development have successfully been implemented through an online
learning process. KMi has participated in many research initiatives using the blockchain. Open Uni-
versity is a leader in UK distance education, and it provides KMi the opportunity to badge all Open
University courses and notarize them on the blockchain.

3.3 Ethereum and Smart Contracts

The Ethereum solution was chosen to create the UniverCert platform. Ethereum has many impor-
tant features that distinguish it from other systems [1, 4]. Table 2 shows the key aspects of different
blockchain platforms.

The Ethereum platform allows developers to create any system based on the blockchain functions,
using smart contracts to automatically perform actions. Ethereum was chosen as a suitable platform,
taking into account several features, such as high transaction speed per second, a large selection of
programming languages, and support of smart contracts.

A smart contract is a digital contract written in source code and executed by computers that
integrates a blockchain security mechanism against unauthorized access [12]. Smart contracts are

http://moocs.kz/
https://open.kaznu.kz/
https://dl.kaznu.kz/
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Table 2: Comparison of key aspects of different blockchain-based platforms
No Platform Average

perfor-
mance,
TPS

Scala-
bility,
TPS

Consen-
sus

Smart
con-
tracts

Develop-
ment
lan-
guages

Encryp-
tion

API Data source

1 Bitcoin
Green

154 - The
Green
Proto-
col

- C++,
JavaScript,
Python

No
data

- https://bitcoin.org/

2 Ethereum 15 5000 Proof-
of-
Work

+ C++,
Go,
Rust,
So-
lidity,
Serpent

ECDSA + https://ethereum.org/

3 Ripple 1500 70000 Ripple
Pro-
tocol
con-
sensus
algo-
rithm

+ Solidity,
Serpent

GOST
R
34.10-
2001

+ https://ripple.com/

4 R3
Corda

170-250 - Raft
Algo-
rithm
/Byzan-
tine
Con-
sensus

+ Java,
Kotlin

ECDSA/RSA+ https://www.corda.net/

5 Hyper-
ledger
Fabric

200 1350 PBFT,
PoET1

+ Go,
Java

ECDSA + https://www.hyperledger.org/

developed using the Solidity programming language [17]. The code written in Solidity is compiled
and converted to bytecode and sent to the Ethereum blockchain as a smart contract. Smart con-
tracts and blockchain applications are running on an Ethereum Virtual Machine. Smart contracts,
using predefined conditions built into the algorithm, facilitate document verification without human
intervention.

3.4 Blockchain types

Before choosing a blockchain platform, it is crucial to understand the blockchain suitability for a
particular use case. Three main types of blockchain are as follows:

1) A public blockchain has a ledger visible to everyone on the Internet, which allows the public to
check and add a block of transactions to the blockchain [26]. Identity verification is not required on
a public blockchain, showing that privacy is not guaranteed. Thus, it is unprofitable for universities,
students, and third parties to connect to public blockchain networks, as they incur financial costs to
store data or make transactions [25].

2) A private blockchain is a distributed yet centralized network that permits few people in an
organization to check and add blocks of transactions. However, all Internet users are allowed to view
the ledger [3].

3) The consortium blockchain uses network nodes, where multiple organizations engage in trans-
actions [27]. A consortium blockchain is a mixture of the two previous types, with only privileged
participants performing operations in the consensus process.

The UniverCert system has chosen a consortium blockchain. For decentralized structures and self-
regulating consortium blockchain networks, the participating nodes must agree with the current state
of the ledger content. This is a technique to pack unconfirmed data into blocks and add them to the
ledger.

In addition, we chose the Proof-of-Work (PoW) algorithm as the distributed consensus algorithm
to support the network state [16, 28, 29]. However, PoW-based blockchain requires considerable
computing power and energy consumption. At the same time, PoW is one of the most common
consensus algorithms, effective for preventing denial of service and distributed denial of service attacks
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on the blockchain.

3.5 Blockchain-based digital certificates

A certificate is a unique, signed document issued by one party to authoritatively identify an
individual’s identity. In the field of education, the certificate confirms the achievement of learning
outcomes, completion of a certain stage of training, level of qualification, or total credits in non-
formal education. Certification is a procedure for issuing a certificate and verifying the document
by a third party. Educational certificates were issued to students who graduated from universities
or other institutions. Certificates also offer opportunities for graduates to further their studies, gain
employment, and verify their data. Digital certificates based on blockchain technology have many
advantages: certificates cannot be forged as they accurately indicate the party that issues and the
party that receives the certificate. Verification can be performed by a member of the consortium who
has access to the blockchain. You can obtain a certificate confirmation from an organization that no
longer exists or has changed its name. In this case, the blockchains can store either cryptographic
hashes of certificates or the certificates themselves.

Organizations provide professional training for a future employee as it is not enough for employers
to have only an education diploma, which contains the university name, the full name of the recipient,
the issue date, and degree awarded. This information is stored as text in the blockchain to create a
degree-awarding database. As a certificate hash, the goal is to protect an issued digital certificate.

With blockchain solutions for higher education, only diplomas and diploma appendices are pre-
sented as documents for validation. The proposed UniverCert system will store the following digital
certificates:

• Diploma of education (a document on the completion of the bachelor’s, master’s, or doctoral
degree level);

• An academic transcript, which details the student’s academic performance history;

• Diploma supplements in three languages: Kazakh, Russian, and English (diploma supplement);

• Certificates of completion of MOOCs with credit transfer.

4 Findings and discussion
This section describes a comprehensive solution designed to track and release academic records of

students/graduates by (1) choosing the appropriate type of data storage, (2) describing the system
architecture, and (3) describing smart contracts.

4.1 Proposed solution

The proposed UniverCert platform was built using the Ethereum blockchain platform and de-
ployed as a P2P network consortium architecture [8]. Higher education institutions are the peers
of the blockchain network, and the users of the platform are organizations (e.g., governments, law
enforcement agencies, and employers).

The blockchain platform with a consortium architecture has the following differences:

• Regulatory participation and governance. Many studies suggest that benefits derived from its
regulations are suitable for the educational system [2, 21, 24, 30]. Flexible rules of the consortium
coordinate the actions of all network participants;

• Role-based access mechanism. The ability to assign roles according to the needs of stakeholders.
Access levels are adjusted according to the requirements for personal students’ security or security
of educational information;

• Target audiences. The stakeholders are much broader than that of other types of blockchain.
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4.2 System architecture

Figure 1 shows the entire process of tracking and issuing academic documents, which include
processing Off-chain data and processing On-chain data. Given the diversity of the university LMS
systems in terms of the stored data structure and functionality, it is advisable to offer a RestAPI
solution as a universal technology to integrate the university system and blockchain exchange platform.

Interaction via RestAPI
RestAPI (representational state transfer) - access to the blockchain platform is carried out through

the RestAPI channel. The RestAPI uses ready-made methods to store data and search data using
several filters (student ID, university ID). These methods are available to organizations based on
their access levels. The RestAPI is extended with new methods to connect third-party organizations
(employers, government agencies), which is one of the advantages of the proposed solution.

Figure 1: Architecture of the proposed platform

1. Application Layer
At the top of Figure 1, user interfaces for organizing services are student/graduate registration,

organization registration, assessment, and verification. Below is a more detailed description of each
service.
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• Student registration

The university enters the student’s data in the LMS system and issues a unique student ID following
the enrollment number. This data is obtained through the ID. This data is unencrypted and stored in
its original form in the blocks of the blockchain network as a genesis block. To store the above data,
a single Smart Contact-1 is used, which is described in detail below.

• Membership service

Organizations (government, law enforcement, educational institutions) that want to connect to the
platform contact the network coordinator to access information about a student/graduate.

• Grading system

After a semester, the university uses a grading system to assign grades for all courses and transfer
them to the blockchain platform.

• Verification

In the education system, blockchain technology does not offer the verification process or a clear
verification method, which is a key for confidentiality. Our verification process is formulated as follows:

I. Any interested party (government agency, employer) must first obtain authorized access to the
platform.

II. According to the request for authorized access, the Platform coordinator issues an API key to
connect the RestAPI and obtain the necessary data.

III. The entire verification process is divided into two levels, depending on the needs of the orga-
nizations. Access level 1 – verifying the authenticity of academic records of students/graduates using
Smart Contract-1. Access level 2 – obtaining detailed information about the academic achievements
of students/graduates using Smart Contract-2 and a key pair (university and student ID).

2. Off-chain data process
After the semester examination, the student’s grades are stored in the system with the support of

various smart contracts (1, 2), described in more detail in subsection 4.3.
After the Smart Contact-2 rule is executed, the next data processing starts outside the network:

• The symmetric encryption offers security for student/graduate performance data.

• The decryption process is a procedure for decrypting student/graduate performance data.

The second level of access enhances the confidentiality of critical academic data.

3. On-chain data process
This process starts with the generation of "Genesis Block" or the first block for the student. Then,

all transactions are recorded in the blockchain. Each block contains a unique header, identified by
its block header hash. The block consists of three main components: a previous block hash, data
(specialties, discipline, and score), and timestamp. This process is repeated each semester until the
students graduate from the University.

4. Hardware / Network Layer
As illustrated in Figure 1, the hardware layer consists of three components: authorized users

storage, Off-Chain data storage, and On-Chain data storage.

• Authorized users storage – a centralized database of an organization (government agencies,
employers) registered as users. It uses a membership service that has access to retrieve data
using RestAPI.

• Off-chain data storage – a centralized database of directories (specialties, disciplines).
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• On-chain data storage – a consortium blockchain that operates under the leadership of a group
of entities, enabling collaborative business transformation among organizations. In our case, the
coordinator assigns unique access for each user (state organs, employer).

Verifier
The verifier is any organization who has the right to view and verify the validity of academic

records. The client-side verification process is carried out in two ways: a verifier wants to authenti-
cate the identity of student/graduate official records (level 1) or may additionally request access to
receive detailed information (level 2). Only the verifier can view unverified documents to enhance
confidentiality.

HEI (higher education institution)
The proposed system optimizes the university business processes as it stores and secures student

data. When a student is transferred to another university that connects to the network, the system
provides the flexibility of exchanging learning outcomes among educational institutions. Thus, it
prevents costs associated with the processing times, manual work, postal fees, and transit. The
benefits are as follows:

• A collaborative environment between different institutions will be available, eliminating chal-
lenges of the education system, thereby improving the quality of education.

• The system will keep the academic record unchanged and share it with all authorized organiza-
tions.

Coordinator
Our proposed platform is adapted to a consortium blockchain network. Moreover, a consortium

blockchain works under the governance of the coordinator. In our proposed architecture, the coordi-
nator can become the administrator of the entire system and the main node in the network according
to its associated privileges. For the coordinator, this is an indispensable tool to track the activities of
higher education institutions:

• The coordinator can control the quality of the services that the university offers to students,
thereby preventing fraudulent activities.

• The coordinator can create a unified digital register of student/graduate official academic doc-
uments stored on the blockchain network by generating electronic versions of documents such
as diplomas, diploma supplements, and transcripts with the digitally signed platform. With the
system, printing academic records are not required.

• The coordinator can eliminate the possible costs associated with the centralized approach like
processing times, manual work, postal fees, and transfer processes.

To describe the system with all its entities, and how it processes as a whole, in Fig.1 has been
included with a brief description about obtaining information processes and about all its input, output
data.

• Obtaining open information about the student/graduate and the university. The interested party
makes a request and receives the following data: student, university, when he/she entered and
graduated, specialty, qualification. These data are not encrypted in the blockchain platform, as
they do not carry confidential information. This data allows the interested party to make sure
that the graduate/student really studied at the specified university.

• Getting the student/graduate academic performance history. This is the second level of access.
The administrator-the organization, according to the request of the interested party, provides
this access. The interested party (state agency, university, graduate) makes a request and
receives the following data: Student, Discipline, Academic performance (credit, grade). This
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data is encrypted with symmetric encryption based on the key (student ID and university ID)
to maintain data confidentiality. This data is needed so that the interested party can see the
true history of the student’s/graduate’s academic performance.

• Obtaining the rights to store data. This access is provided to universities and other educational
organizations in order to they can fill the blockchain platform with data about students (students,
graduates, etc.).

4.3 The usage of smart contracts

In our proposal, we developed two smart contracts as basic elements of the blockchain technology,
which are a set of rules that allows organizing different levels to access data (Figure 2 and Table 3).

Table 3: Smart contracts
Smart contracts Description
Smart Contract-1 Store student personal data
Smart Contract-2 Store data about the stu-

dent’s performance

Figure 2 illustrates the smart contract sequence diagram −1.

Figure 2: Sequence diagram of Smart Contract-1

Smart contract-1 stores the following data: university, specialty, year of admission and graduation,
level of study, and academic degree. The data is not encrypted, and it is stored in the blockchain
network blocks. The student data are obtained by the student ID without additional access. The
interaction between the system is described below:

1. Student enrollment in the LMS system. The student is enrolled and provides specialty of
training conditions: the study period, total number of credits, and qualifications after graduation.
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2. Access the student’s academic data. Access rights are granted by the platform coordinator.
Access rights are the process of an API key to work with RestAPI.

3. When a university is registered in the platform, all reference data (specialties, qualifications,
catalog of disciplines) are synchronized with the central repository of the coordinator. The Off-
Chain storage keeps all connected universities specialties (specialty names in three languages, code,
requirements, and qualifications). To save memory, specialty identifiers and qualifications are stored
in blocks instead of names.

4. The process of registering a student in the blockchain platform is carried out by linking the
student to the university specialty. Thus, the university receives a unique block address and stores it
in the LMS system.

5. An organization that wants to verify the accuracy of the student’s information should connect
to RestAPI. To achieve this objective, the coordinator must provide the appropriate access (access
level 1) and API key.

6. An organization that intends to validate the data makes a request to the platform using the
student ID. The identifier is provided by the student or graduates. In addition, the student can provide
the university identifier, saved in the QR code of the diploma or transcript.

7. Three methods are implemented at the Smart contract 1: search by student ID, search by
student ID and university ID, as well as search by block address. All three methods provide student
information and specialties

In Figure 3, the sequence of operations of Smart contract-2 includes processes (data encryption and
decryption) and an additional component (Smart contract 2), in addition to the components Smart
contract-1.

Smart Contract 2 handles student/graduate achievements. The interactions between the system’s
components are indicated by numbers, as described below:

Figure 3: Sequence diagram of Smart Contract-2
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1. The process of a university to gain access to the student performance data.
2. The process of synchronizing the catalog of disciplines and types of grades with the central

storage (Off-chain storage). All disciplines with a full description (in 3 languages, qualification obtained
after completing the course) and assessment types (all types of assessment) must be synchronized with
the coordinator’s database. In the future, the discipline ID and the scores to be stored in the blockchain
are taken from storage to save memory and optimize transaction processing.

3. The process of student learning. At the end of each semester, the student receives a final grade
for each course.

4. The process of transferring the completed courses to the blockchain database. The University’s
LMS system connects to the RestAPI platform via an API key and transmits information in a specific
format. At the coordinator level (inside the RestAPI service), symmetric data encryption takes place
(the key is the student ID and the university). Only encrypted information is transmitted to the
blockchain database, except the student and university ID to facilitate its accessibility in the future.
Smart contract 2 returns the unique address of the block where the information is stored. The block
address will be saved in the university’s LMS system, and the university can use it to generate a QR
code digital versions of the transcript, diploma supplement), as well as to obtain encrypted information
from Smart Contract 2 using the block number.

5. To allow the university to have access to the student’s academic data in the platform, access
rights are granted by the platform coordinator. Access rights are used to obtain an API key to work
with RestAPI.

6. The process of accessing the platform via RestAPI to obtain confidential information, in which
an API key, student, and university IDs are transmitted.

7. Smart Contract 2 returns encrypted information. At the RestAPI level, the information is
decrypted using a key (student and university ID).

5 Conclusion and future research
The problem of verifying the authenticity of documents on the education of graduates and the

academic performance of students was not effectively solved. Blockchain technology allows you to
solve this problem.

In the process of working on the problem:

• we have identified and discussed blockchains and their main functions;

• conducted a comparative analysis of research on blockchain technology in higher education;

• presented a mechanism for verifying data in the blockchain network, depending on the level of
access and provision of information to interested parties;

• we have developed a consortium architecture of the UniverCert platform, which interacts with
various systems and databases.

This study designed a novel platform UniverCert to track academic performance, issue educational
certificates, and protect data from forgery. This solution shows the entire process (Off-chain and On-
Chain) that includes a student’s registration, verification, and authenticity of educational documents.
The platform facilitates credit transfer from one university to another and provides a flexible service
for checking a student’s progress. For future work, we will deploy the proposed platform for many
higher educational institutions.
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